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                         Kwansei Gakuin University/ IBA
                         2018 Fall Intake Self-Report of Medical Conditions

氏名
Full Name

所属大学
Home University

If yes, please describe the following: your plan for any ongoing treatment that may be necessary while
overseas (including medication); what the staff abroad should know if an emergency related to this health
condition occurs; how long your condition has been stable; and any other relevant information

１．Are you currently treated, or have you been treated within the past five years for a significant physical
health condition, injury or disease that may affect your experience abroad?

Your application cannot be processed without this form. It is important that you submit accurate information
regarding your medical history. This information will be used when assigning your accommodation placement
as well as  serve as a quick reference should any medical emergencies arise while you are participating in the

2．Are you currently being treated, or have you been treated, within the last five years for any mental /
emotional condition (e.g. depression, anxiety, eating disorder, etc.)?

3．Are you taking any prescription medications?

If yes, list each medication and what it is taken for, and how you plan to remain on the medication while
overseas, keeping in mind that it cannot be sent through the mail, and that some pharmaceuticals are illegal
in Japan (it is your responsibility to research this).

If yes, please describe the following: your plan for any ongoing treatment that may be necessary while
overseas (including medication); what the staff abroad should know if an emergency related to this mental /
emotional condition occurs; how long your condition has been stable; and how you plan to cope with the
stresses of being abroad while being away from your support system.

In the case that you will need to fill any medical prescriptions or receive medicine while in Japan, you will need to
take a medical examination after arriving in the country. If the aforementioned prescription/medicine is for a pre-
existing condition, please bring a letter of reference from your principal physician in your home country.
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4．Do you currently receive academic support due to a medical condition or disability  at your home
university and intend to receive similar accommodations while abroad? (If yes, please provide those
information as below and submit an official letter from your university's disability office describing your
specific needs.)

b) Please describe your symptoms.

There may be cases where, due to the rules of Kwansei Gakuin University, we will not be able to offer the same
support that you receive at your home university.
In some cases, KGU may require extra documentation (medical certificate or else).
In principle, issues that are not directly involved with the student’s everyday academic life are left to the student to
personally resolve themselves, but KGU will offer information for those non-academic issues to its best ability.

b) If you need test time extension, please choose the one received at home university.

a) Class/test support received at home university. Please provide details.

( )

a) How severe is your condition?

5. If you have any learning disabilities such as ADHD/ADD, Dyslexia etc., please answer the following
questions. KGU is under the obligation to tell your potential host family / dormitory manager about any
special need.
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3. The student may have to consult directly with relevant parties after the student arrives in Japan.

c) What area(s) do(es) your condition impacts the most in your home life?

ｄ) How do you cope with your condition?

e) How long has your condirion been a problem in your life?

2. Statistical information regarding students with disabilities studying at KGU, such as numbers of students, type of disability,
school/department, and year may be provided to related external organizations. However, information that could otherwise be used to
identify a student (name etc.) will not be released.

1. Personal information (including your name) provided in this form will be shared amongst related departments within the school,
school physicians, or other affiliated parties for the express purpose of providing support to the student. It will not be used for any other
purposes.
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